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The classical R~stimators in linear models are computationally more
cumbersome than the regression rank scores estimators. Under appropriate
regularity conditions, both the methods are shown to be asymptotically
A· coordinatewise modification of regression rank scores
equivalent.
estimators is also considered in this setup.

1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the usual regression model:

Y=

(Yl'...,Yn )' = ~(n/f+~;

~ = (el' ...,en )',

(1.1)

where

Xo

- (1
x(1) X(2)) - (1 X )
N(n) - Nn ' N(n)' Nn
- Nn' N(n) ,
nx1 nxp nxq

l' = (1,... ,1)
Nn

(1.2)

e IRn ,the xU)
N(n) are matrices of known regression constants, j=1,2,

f

= (/30 ,ll)', n(2)')' = (/30' n)'
1x1 1xp

1xq
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(1.3)

-2is a vector of unknown parameters, and the ei are independent and identically
distributed (Li.d.) random variables (r.v.) having a continuous distribution function
(dJ.) F, defined on !R1' The model in (1.1) can be rewritten as

¥=

flo !n +

~(n) n+ ~ =

flo !n +

~~~~ rf1) + ~~~~ rf2) + ~.

(1.4)

Our goal is to construct a rank-based estimator of rf 2), treating flo' rfl) as nuisance
parameters.
Motivated by the work of Adichie (1967) (for p = 0, q = 1), JureCkova. (1971)
while
and Koul (1970) constructed different versions of rank (R-) estimators of

n,

Jaeckel (1972) proposed another version of R-estimators minimizing a specific
measure of rank dispersion; all these methods are asymptotically equivalent. Heiler
and Willers (1988), using a convexity argument, eliminated one of the regularity
conditions on ~(n)' Note that the ranks are translation-invariant, and hence, to
estimate flO' one may need to use signed rank statistics. Moreover, in this approach,
to estimate rf2), one needs to estimate

n, so that one can not avoid estimating rf1)

simultaneously even when the goal is to estimate rf2) alone. Simultaneous
estimation of rf 1), rf 2) (for p ~ 1) generally entails computational complexities of
serious concern, and this is one of the reasons why R-estimators, in spite of having
global robustness properties, have not met the light of applications (for larger values
of p+q).
Based on the concept of regression rank scores developed in Gutenbrunner
(1986) and Gutenbrunner and Jureckova. (1992), an estimator of rf2) has been
proposed by Jureckova. (1991). The regression rank scores (being an extension of
ordinary rank scores to linear models) are regression-invariant (compared to
translation-invariance of the usual ranks). This makes the corresponding estimator
computationally simpler than the usual R-estimators.
Our primary task is to establish an asymptotic equivalence of regression rank
scores estimators and R-estimators when they involve the common score function.
This enables us to examine the relative computational complexities without a
compromise of their asymptotic efficiency aspects. This also leads us to an idea of
estimating rf2) componentwise (based on regression rank scores) without distorting
the asymptotic equivalence results.

-3Besides the computational aspects, we have a diagnostic point of view too.
Avoiding direct esimation of rf1) may also avoid eventual leverage on influential
points in

~~~~.

This feature is shared by the subhypothesis testing problem (H O :
rf2) = Q vs. rf2) -I: Q), as has been treated in Gutenbrunner et al. (1992).
Jaeckel's estimator, regression rank scores estimators and Jureckova.'s
estimators are introduced in Section 2. Their asymptotic equivalence, as further
extended to a coordinatewise estimator, is established in Section 3. The k~ample
model is treated as an illustration in Section 4.
2. ALTERNATIVE RANK BASED ESTIMATORS
We write X('
N n ) = (xN1,...,xNn ). For bN E IRP+ q ' let Rm.(b)
N be the rank of Y.-x~b
1 NIN
among Y1-xN1'b,...
N ,Yn-x'b,
Nn N for i = 1,...,n. Let An(i), i = 1,...,n, be monotone scores
derived from a nondecreasing, square-integrable score function rp: [0,1]
of the following manner:
An(i) = E rp(U n :i ) or rp
where Un: 1

~

...

~

[n~l.]

-I

1R

1, in either

J

i n
/
or n (i-1)/n
rp(t)dt, i = 1,... ,n,

(2.1)

Un:n are the order statistics of a sample of size n from the uniform

(O,l)d.f. Let ~nO~) = (Sn1 (e),,,,,Snp+qO~»' be a vector of linear rank statistics of
the form
S
Nn (b)
N = ~1 =1 (x.-x)A
Nl Nn n(Rm.(b»
N ' bN E IR p+q'
where

~n

= n-

1

~=1 ~i

(2.2)

= (xn1,· ..,xnp+q)'· Jureckova. (1969, 1971a) established

the 'uniform asymptotic linearity of ~n(g) in

b in an n-1_ neighborhood of ~,

incorporated the same in the estimation of

I

~

based on a L1-norm on

and

~n(g).

Specifically, the estimator is

R=

~n

Arg.

min{E~+q1
J= I SnJ.(b)
N I : bN E IRP+ q}.

(2.3)

The related asymptotic distribution theory was developed under appropriate
regularity conditions on F, rp and ~(n)' Heiler and Willers (1988) weakened a
concordence-discordance condition on

~(n)

and derived the same asymptotic

linearity results via a convexity argument, so that the asymptotic multinormality
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result for nn holds even under this weakened condition. Jackel (1972) proposed to
estimate n by minimizing the dispersion function:

Dn(~) = ~ =1 {An(Rni(~)) -

An}

(Yi-~i~), ~ E IRp+ q'

(2.4)

which is continuous, piecewise linear and convex in ~; here An = n-1 ~ =1 An(i).
The vector of derivatives of Dn (b) with respect to the components of b coincides with
N

(-I)~n(~)

N

whenever it exists. Hence, under the regularity conditions of Heiler and

Willers (1988), the minimization of (2.3) and (2.4) are equivalent. As such, denoting
nn = (nil), ni2)), we may use the component ni2) for estimating rf2). However,
this involves the simultaneous estimation of rfl) and rf2), and as no algebraic
expression is generally available for n, an iterative procedure may have to be
employed. The computational scheme becomes quite cumbersome, especially when
p+q is not small.
Jureckova. (1991) proposed another estimator of rf2) based on regression rank
scores. To pose this estimator, we consider the full model Y = xo( ) rJ) + e where
N

~(n)

= (In' ~(n)) and {f = ((jO,n')',

so that

(f

N

n

Ii:

E IR p +q+ 1' For a: 0

N

<

a

< 1, let

fn( a) denote the a-regression quantile, proposed by Koenker and Bassett (1978),
which can be expressed as a solution of the minimization of
0'

nD.

z..-.-1 =1 Pa (Y.-x.
b), b
1
Nl

N

N

E IR P+ q +1'

(2.5)

'.
where x.0' = (1, x.),
1 = 1,... ,n, and
Nl

Nl

Pa(x) = Ixl {a I(x > 0) + (I-a) I(x < On, x
Koenker and Bassett also characterized
solution

E 1R

1.

(2.6)

fn( a) as the component of {f in the optimal

({f, ~ +, £) of the linear programme
, + + (l-a)1 '

aNn
I rN

o
X()
N

n

r-:= min,

"'n N

f

+ r + - r- = Y
N

N

N

(2.7)
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Such regression quantiles provide a basis for Hstimation in linear models and are
themselves extensions of sample quantiles to linear models. We may refer to the
work of Ruppert and Carroll (1980), Jureckova (1984), Koenker and Portnoy (1987),
Gutenbreunner and Jureekova (1992), among others. The dual programme to (2.7)
can be written in the following manner:

X' !( a) := max, ~(~)!( a) = (l-a)~(~) !n;
!(a)
In the location model [Le., Y.1
A

E

[O,I]n, 0 < a < 1.

= 130 +

(2.8)
A

e.,
i >
1], the optimal solution Nn
a (a) =
1
-

*

A

(anI(a),...,ann ( a»' coincides with the vector of rank scores (an(Ri' a), i=I, ...,n),
where
1,

an*(R.,a)
1

= an*(R.,a)
=
1

1
0,

if 0

~ a

Ri-na, if (R i -l)
if R i In <

< (Ri-l)/n,

In

~

a~

a

~ R/n,

(2.9)

1,

and Ri is the rank of Yi among Y1,...,Yn , for i = 1,... ,n [viz., Hajek and Sidak (1967,
~h. V)]. For this reason, for the linear model too, we find it convenient to call the
ani(a), 1 ~ i ~ n, for 0 < a < 1, the regression rank scores. We may refer to
Gutenbrunner and Jureckova (1992) for a detailed study of various properties of such
regression rank scores and for other related references.
An important property of regression rank scores is their invariance with
respect to the ~(n)- regression, Le.,
(2.10)
A

and this plays a basic role in the developments to follow.

Moreover, ani( a) is a

continuous function of bounded variation and is piecewise linear on [0,1], for every i
(=l,...,n). Relations of regression quantiles and regression rank scores, following from
the duality of linear programmes, extend the duality of order statistics and ranks
from the location to the linear model. As such, statistical inference based on
regression rank scores is typically based on linear regression rank scores statistics,
which may be defined as follows:
Take a nondecreasing and square integrable score generating function
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cp: (0,1)

-+

1R1 and define the scores as

AI"""

bni

= -J 0

cP( a)dani ( a),

•
1

= 1,... ,n,

(2.11)

and the linear regression rank scores statistic as
Zn

= ~1= 1 cm. bm"

(2.12)

where cn1 ,...,cnn are given coefficients.
Gutenbrunner et al. (1992) constructed a class of tests of the hypothesis HO :
2
2
) Q) based on quadratic forms of a vector of statistics of the type
) = Q (vs.

1-

1-

*

(2.12). Such tests do not explicitly involve the estimation of the nuisance parameters
Po' '1), whereas the usual aligned rank tests, studied in detail by Sen and Puri
(1977) and Adichie (1978,1984), among others, rest on the elimination of nuisance
parameters through R-estimation.
For 1 E IRq' consider the pseudo-observations Yi-~f2)1 1, 1 ~ i ~ n, where ~f2) 1
is the ith row of ~~~~, 1

~i~

n. Let

~ni(a, y-~~~~ 1), i =

1,... ,n, be the regression

rank scores calculated from (2.8) with the Y.1 replaced by

O
Y._X~2)'
t and X
1 Nl
N
N( n)

. Jureckova.
replaced by XO((I)) = (1 x(1)) (so that rJ>(I) = ({j '/1)/)' E IR
Nn' Nn
~
0'
p+l
Nn

e'

(1991) proposed to estimate

Dn (t)
N

1- ) by minimizing Dn(l) with respect to 1 E IRql where
2

= ~1 = 1(Y.-t/x~2))[b
.(Y_X(2) t) 1 N Nl
m N N(n) N

cp],

(2.13)

where

cp =

J~ cP( a)da.

(2.14)

Thus, we have
(2.15)
The function Dn(l) corresponds to Jaeckel's function in (2.4) (albeit with possibly
different score functions), and hence, is continuous, piece-wise linear and convex in
E

1

IRq' It is differentiable (with respect to 1) a.e., and the vector of its derivatives

coincides, whenever it exists, with a special vector of linear regression rank scores
statistics.
Jureckova. (1992) showed that the latter statistics are 'uniformly
asymptotically linear in t " and this, in turn, enables us to derive the asymptotic
N

-7distribution of nt(ni2) _ '2)).
It may be remarked that the linear regression rank scores statistics in (2.12)
A

A

involve the scores bni , which, in turn, depend on cp and the ani( a). On the other
hand, for every a(0 < a < I), the scores ani( a) as obtained from (2.8) involves (i)
O
Y-X(2)t
Since (i) involves a linear
N Nn N instead of Y
N and (ii) X(l)o
N(n) instead of X
N().
n
A

function of! and (ii) involves a subset of X(n)' computational complications are less
than in (2.8) (when q > 1). Note also that Dn (!) and hence, ~i2) are invariant to
the ~~~~O-regreSsion. Further, if in (2.13) we work with ~~;~ = ~n (i.e., p = 0),
then we have the Jackel estimation of

~,

so that it involves comparatively more

involved computations. But in either case, we treat

Po as a nuisance parameter,

and

its estimation can be accomplished by the use of signed-ranks, as has been done in
Jureckova (1971b).
Our main contention is to show that under suitable regularity conditions, ~i2)
and ni 2) are asymptotically (efficiency-) equivalent, and hence, our choice between
them can be based mainly on computational and diagnostic aspects. Moreover, one
may also estimate '2) coordinatewise, applying Jureckova's (1991) procedure
successively for single components of '2) (so that there are p+q nuisance parameter
at each stage). Thus, this will involve q linear programmes, each followed by a
minimization of a function Dn(t) but with respect to a single argument, so that
computationally this will be simpler. On the other hand, the linear programming
algorithm will involve p+q instead of p+1 arguments, and may be somewhat more
complicated. These opposing views need to be reconciled in choosing such a
coordinatewise approach, which will be shown to be asymptotically equivalent to the
procedure outlined in (2.13)-(2.15).
3. COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS
Consider the model in the form (1.4), in which we want to estimate '2).
Because all estimator under consideration are invariant to the translation,
they will involve matrices (INn_H)X(l),
N N(n) (INn_H)X(2)
N N(n) where H
N = n-1(1Nn ,... ,1Nn ) is the
(nlCn) projection matrix corresponding to In. Hence, for simplicity of notation, we

-8shall assume that
I' x(1)
/\In /\I(n)

= 0'
I' X(2) = 0'.
/\I' /\In /\I(n) /\I

(3.1)

If we want to compare two types of estimators, we must assume that our model
satisfies a combined set of regularity conditions imposed in Jaeckel (1972), Heiler
and Willers (1988) and Jureckova. (1991). As a result, we shall impose the following
regularity conditions on F, X
/\I and cp:
(F.1) The dJ. F of errors el'u.,en in (1.1) has an absolutely continuous density f
which is positive and bounded for A < x < B and monotonously decreasing as
x -+ A+ or x -+ B- where -w ~ A = sup{x : F(x) = O} and +(11 ~ B = inf{x :
F(x)
I}.
The derivative f' of f is bounded a.e.
(F.2) 1/f(F-1( a)) ~ c( a(l-a))-l-a for 0 < a ~ a and 1-a S a < 1,
o
o
1
1
where 0 < a < 4 - f, f > 0, C > 0, 0 < a o < 2"
(F.3)

If( ij) I ~ c Ix I for Ix I ~ K(~ 0), c > O.

(X.1)

~~:-

9n

=9

where 9 n

= n-1 ~(n) ~(n) and

9 is a positive definite (p.d.)

(p+q)x(p+q) matrix.
(X.2) max IIx.1I
1 ~ i~n /\II

= O(nr(a,b,T/)) where
r(a,b,T/) = (2(b-a)-T/)/(1+4b),

T/

>

0 and b

>

0 is such that 0

< b-a < f/2, f >

0 (hence 0

<b<

i- ~).

Moreover,
-1 n
3
n . E 1 IIx·1I
/\II = 0(1).
1=

(X.3) 1im
n-+(II

9~2) = 9(2) where 9(2) is p.d. and

and where
is the projection of ~~~l on the space spanned over the columns of ~(n)'

-9-

(cp.l). cp : (0,1)

-+

1R

1

is a nondecreasing, square-integrable function which has a

derivative cp' (a) for 0

with 0

< 1]* <

< a < ao and 1-ao < a < 1 satisfying

Icp' (a) I ~ c( a(l-a»-l-1]*

1].

For any N
b E IRP+q' let Rm.(b)
denote the rank of pseudo observation Y.-b/x.,
i
N
1 N Nl
= l,... ,n. Calcula~e the scores generated ~1. cp in either of the wa1.s in (2.1) and the
Jaeckel estimator ~ of ~; consider its part f!2) as an estimator of f!2).
Moreover, for N
t E IRq' calculate the regression rank scores ~m (a,Y-X(2)
t)
N N(n) N
from (2.8) with Y
replaced by Y_X(2)
t and then calculate the scores
N
N N(n)N

(3.2)
i=l,... ,n. The Jureckova. estimator

r

2

) then minimizes

Dn(~) in (2.13) in ~ E IRq'

The following theorem gives the Bahadur-type representations for both
and

jfr2)

~i2) which imply their asymptotic equivalence and distributions.

THEOREM 9.1. Assume that F, X and cp satisfy the above conditions and that
o < 1 = -J~ cP( a) df(F-1(a» < CIl.
N

(3.3)

Then, as n -+ CIl,

nt (R(2) _ "2»
~n
e'

= n-t 1-1(()(2»-1 E (x(2)_~(2»cp(F(e.» + 0
~

i=l Nl

1

1

(1)

(3.4)

(1)

(3.5)

P

and

nt (R(2) _ "2»
~n
e'
with

= n-t 1-1(()(2»-1 E (x(2)_~(2»cp(F(e.» + 0
~

i=l Nl

1

1

P

~f2), and ~f2), being the i-th row of ~~;~ and ~~;~, respectively,

i=l, ... ,n.

Consequently,

(3.6)
and both nt(~i2)-t2»
normal distribution

and nt

(ni2)-t 2» have the same asymptotic q-dimensional

-10 -

(3.7)
2
1 2
-2
where A (r,o,F) = /0 r,o (a)da - r,o .
Proof. By Heiler and Willers (1988) and Jureckova. (1971, 1977),

(3.8)
where

(3.9)
Writing

Y11 Y12]
V
... 21 ... 22

X'
X N(n)N(n)- [V

where V.. = X(i)1 X(j), i,j = 1,2, we obtain (for n
... IJ

... (n)

... (n)

(~(n) ~(n))

-1

=

(3.10)

> n0 )

-

11
V
V12]
...
...
[y21 y22

(3.11)

where

(3.12)
and
V - V
NO -

... 22

V V-1 V - [X(2) - X(2)]
- ... 21 ... 11 ... 12 - ... (n) ... (n)

Writing (3.9) as

we obtain, in view of (3.8), (3.12) and (3.13),

I

[X(2) x(2)]
(n)- (n)

(3.13)
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and this leads to (3.4) with the aid of results of Hajek and Sidak (1967), Chapter V.
For the estimator ~i2), Jureekova (1991) proved

and this, by Theorem 4.1 in Gutenbrunner et al. (1992) implies
nt

"«~i2)-12»

»+ Op(l)

2
= n--t(9i »-1 i 1 (;~F)-~F» cp(F(ei

E

and hence (3.5) follows. The remaining propositions easily follow from (3.4) and (3.5).
If we apply the Jureckova procedure separately to every component of

obtain the coordinate estimator of
put

1

2

) which we shall denote

1

2

•
), we

~i2). More precisely,

12) = .Bp+ j (the (p+j)th component of g) and ~~~~ = ~(p+j) (the (p+j)th

column of ~(n»' j = 1,...,q. Calculate the regression rank scores cooresponding to

~(n)\~~~tj) and

the matrix

to the pseudo observations Yi-t

generated by fP(j) by (3.2), which we shall denote by
j=I,...,q; t

1,~>Cy-t ~~~tj»,

i = 1,...,n;

e !Rl. The estimator ~+j of .Bp + j is then a solution of the minimization

n(j)(t) =
n

~i,p+q and the scores

E (Y.-t
x. + .)(1, (J)(Y-t x(P+)j» - ~ := min, t e !Rl.
I
I,P J m N N(n

i=1

(3.15)

The function nij)(t) is convex and piecewise linear; its right-hand derivative
(3.16)
is nondecreasing in t. Hence, ~p+ j could be characterized in the following way

~P+.=lJt~+t~)
J 2' J
J
t~ = sup{t : z(j)(t) > O}
J

n

t ~ = inf{t : z(j)(t) <
J
n

OJ.

(3.17)

-12 -

We propose

rf2)

=

(~P+1'''''~P+q)' as an estimator of rf2).

Surprisingly, even

rf2)

is asymptotically equivalent to

~2) and to jf2), as it

is formulated in the following theorem. Analogously, we could estimate

rf2)

not only

componentwise but also in arbitrary groups of components. This provides us with a
variety of alternative possibilities.

THEOREM 9.2. Consider the model (1..4) with the design matrix satisfying conditions
(Xl) and (X2) and with every column of ~~;~ satisfying (X9). Then, under
(F.l)-(F.9), (cp.l) and (9.9),
n tll~~2) -

as

n-tm,

g~2)11 = 0p(l), n tll~~2)_n~2)11

= op(l)

(3.18)

and ~~2) admits the asymptotic representation (9.4) and is asymptotically

normally distributed according to (9.7).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that
n t(~p+j,n

-.8p+ j,n) = 0p(l), j=l,...,q,

hence
and this further implies the remaining propositions.

•

4. ESTIMATION IN k-SAMPLE MODEL
As an illustration, apply the above results to the special model

= 130

+ 13i + eij , j = 1,... ,ni ; i = 1,... ,k
(4.1)
with 131 = O. Consider the problem of estimating 13 ,
k
The regression rank scores corresponding to the submodel (4.1) under (31 = 13
k
= 0 satisfy
k n·1
E E y .. a..(o) := max
i=l j=l IJ IJ
Yij

A

n.1
E a..( a)
A

j=l IJ

= n.(l-a), i = 2,3,... ,k-1
1

(4.2)

-13 -

This implies that

(~·I(a),
... ,~.In. (a)) generate the ranks of the i th sample Y·11,... ,Y.In. ,
1
1

1

A

i = 2,... ,k-l, in the same manner as in (2.9). On the other hand, (a

~1(a)'·"'~kn

A

ll

( a),... ,a

1n1

(a),

st
th
(a)) analogously generate the ranks in the combined 1 and k

k

samples.
Now, let us calculate regression rank scores analogously, with the only
th
difference that the k
sample in (4.2) is replaced by pseudo observations
Ykl-tk'''.'Ykn -t k · Calculate the Wilcoxon scores corresponding to r,o( a) = a -~, 0
k
~

a ~ 1, i.e.

1

A

1

A

b..(t k ) = -/ (a-N) d a..(a,t k )
IJ
0
~
IJ
j

= 1,... ,ni ; i=I,... ,k.
D (t k )
n

=

The estimator of

k-l n i

I\. then minimizes the function
nk

A

E E b..(tk)Y..
i = 1 j= 1 IJ
IJ

(4.3)

+ E

j=1

A

(4.4)

bk·(tk)(Yk·-t k )
J
J

with respect to t k E !Rl. The right-hand derivative of (4.4) in t is equal to
k
nk
- E bk·(t k ), while the above remark shows that
j=1 J
A

A

A

(nb ll (t k ),· .. ,nb

A

A

(t ), nbk1 (tk),· .. ,nb
(t ))
1n1 k
knk k

1
are the ranks of (Yll'''·'Y1n 'Yk1-t k'·"'Ykn -t k) centered by ¥n 1
1
k

+

nk

+

1).

Hence, we immediately obtain that the estimator ~ of {3k based on regression rank
scores coincide with the Wilcox scores estimator of the shift between the kth and the
1st sampI
es,·I.e.

(4.5)
considered by Hodges and Lehmann (1963) and Sen (1963).

When we estimate

{32;· .. ,{3k analogously we obtain the coordinatewise estimator (~2'· "'~k) of ({32,···{3k)·
The jth component ~j is the Wilcoxon scores estimator between the jth and the 1st
samples. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that (~2'''.'~k) is asymptotically equivalent to
Jaeckel's estimator of ({32,... ,{3k)' corresponding to the Wilcoxon scores.
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